X.Ranch Roping European
Championship
Place: Hungary, 7396 Magyarszék
Date: 10 / 13-15 / 2017. (friday, saturday,
sunday)
Contact:
László Simon (H) +36 30 341 6219
Milán Simon (H, D) +36 30 598 2372
E-mail: milan930120@freemail.hu

Categories description:
Greenhorn Groundwork
Beginner category is permitted only for that riders who didn’t take part european championship
between 2008 and 2016. Goal: do successfull throws from every 8 points to the fake calf’s neck and
horn, the distance is 3,5 meters. The available time is 6 minutes. Every successfull throw worth 2
points and the throw types are repeatable.
Advanced Groundwork
This category is for that riders who took part ranch rooping competitions, but don’t want to compete
with professionals (vaquero). Goal: do successfull throws from every 8 points to the fake calf’s neck
and horn, the distance is 4 meters. The available time is 5 minutes. The number of repeatable throws
only two. The riders can get points from the Vaquero point table.
Ladies Cup
This category is for only ladies. Goal: do successfull throws from every 8 points to the fake calf’s neck
and horn, the distance is 4 meters. The available time is 5 minutes. The number of repeatable throws
only two. The riders can get points from the Vaquero point table.
Kids Cup/ Gyermek Kupa
This category is for kids under age 14. Goal: do successfull throws from every 8 points to the fake
calf’s neck and horn, the distance is 3 meters. The available time is 5 minutes. Every successfull throw
worth 2 points and the throw types are repeatable.
Team Parcours
This category is for „team players”. There are two members in the team. One rider can be member
more than only one team. The goal is to fulfill the track and do the necessary throws to the columns,
fake cows etc. In the case of equal points the time is determinative.

Vaquero Groundwork
This category is for better qualified riders, because of the more difficult throws, like head, heel and hip
throws. Goal: do successfull throws from every 8 points to the fake calf’s neck and horn, the distance
is 5 meters. The hip throw is from three position, the loop must to hang under the calf’s leg, the
distance is 4 meters. The leg catch is three throws, the distance is about 1 meter. The available time is
8 minutes. The throw types are NOT repeatable. Every throws must to describe before. There are no
extra points because of bigger distance.
Vaquero Horseback
In this category the riders sit on horse. The riders do head throws (neck, horn) from three points,
distance is 4 meters. Than the next three ones can be hip or heel throws. Every throws must to describe
before and mark the positions. The available time is 7 minutes.
Vaquero Horsebeck Extra
This is a combined event where the riders sit on the horses and have to fulfill the defined track,
barriers, and do defined throws (head, heel, hip). The available time is 8 minutes. The riders can get
points from the point table.
Nations cup
Every nation choose the best three ranc ropers, and they will represent their country. The task is the
Vaquero Groundwork. The riders distribute each types of throws. (head, hip, heel). The riders can get
points from the point table. Every throws must to describe before.

Important
- Every rider have to wear hat or cap throught the competition.
- One rider in one category can compete only once, except the Team Parcours.
- Who took part in Greenhorn category before, that rider have to take part at least Advanced
Groundwork category.
- The rider have to use only one lasso rope through one category. If the rope has two different ends
(normal and breakaway honda) only the one type is permitted through the category. (the rider can
choose that one, of course).
- There are no extra points because of bigger distance.

Point tables:
Head, horn shots
Head 1
Head 2
Head 3
Head 4
Head 5
Head 6
Head 7
Head 8
Head 9
Head 10
Head 11
Head 12
Head 13
Head 14
Head 15
Head 16
Head 17
Head 18

Overhand /Overhead
Side Arm
Overhand (Tip over left shoulder)
Side Arm Open
Offside
Backhand Reverse
Houlihan
One Swing Houlihan
Black Well
Backhand Forward
Scoop Loop
Fallen Skirt
Marcialo
Del Viento
Johnny Blocker / Turn Over / Rodado
Backhand Forward Turn Over
Contra Viento
Ocean Wave / Lazo Del Oro

2 Points
2 Points
2 Points
3 Points
3 Points
3 Points
3 Points
4 Points
3 Points
4 Points
4 Points
4 Points
4 Points
6 Points
7 Points
7 Points
8 Points
8 Points

Left To Right / Sidearm Hip
Backhand Reverse Hip
Backhand Forward Hip
Right To Left /Scoop Loop
Straight Behind Hip
Side Arm Over The Hip
Offside Over The Hip
Fallen Skirt Hip
Left To Right Over The Hip
Left To Right Over The Hip (Reverse)
Backhand Over The Hip Forward
The Ears
Johnny Blocker/ Turn Over Hip
Backhand Forward Turn Over Hip
Del Viento Hip
Contra Viento Hip (Entfernung min.3,5m)

2 Points
3 Points
4 Points
4 Points
4 Points
4 Points
4 Points
4 Points
4 Points
4 Points
5 Points
6 Points
7 Points
7 Points
8 Points
10 Points

Basic Heel Trap /Overhand Heel Trap
Sidearm Flank Shot /Sidearm Heel Trap
Backhand Heel Trap
Reach And Measure Backhand

2 Points
2 Points
3 Points
4 Points

Hip Shots
Hip 1
Hip 2
Hip 3
Hip 4
Hip 5
Hip 6
Hip 7
Hip 8
Hip 9
Hip 10
Hip 11
Hip 12
Hip 13
Hip 14
Hip 15
Hip 16
Heel shots
Heel 1
Heel 2
Heel 3
Heel 4

Accepting the throws
The riders have to take a look at the referee who will sign the suitable throw with flag. If the rider
don’t wait for the referee’s decision (white flag) the throw is invalid. Please everybody respect that
rule because it’s the only way to decide which are the suitable throws.

Application:
Pre application is available on email and cell phone, see above and here
milan930120@freemail.hu
Simon László +3630/3416219 (H)
Simon Milán +3630/5982372 (H,D)
The application form is attached. If it’s possible please contact us, and define the date of arriving, and
the chosed catagories.
Further informations:
- A nevezési díjak csak a az adott kategóriában való részvételre jogosítanak fel, minden más külön
költség.
- Buffet service will be available all day.
- Accomodation won’t be provided, but there are quarters here at Magyarszék. Other quarters are
available the citys and villages nearby.
- Everybody racing for own responsibility. To be a part in horse riding categories under age 14
is not possible. Between age 14 and age 18 the riders must wear helmet at horse riding
categories. Under age 18 written parents permission is necessary for application.
-The organizer has the right to change the program.

Vaquero Horsebeck Extra
The meaning of used colors and marks:
Red: That part of the fake calfs or other barriers what you have to catch. lA műborjú vagy akadály azon része
amit meg kell fogni.
Green:The direction and the position of the throw..
Numbers 1-8: Marks of the barriers in order
1,The first barrier contains four columns, the distance is 60 cm between each. The third column has to be
captured.
The distance of the throw is 4 m from the third column.(4 points)
2, The second barrier is a pulled fake calf. The excercise is to catch the calf’s leg.(leg shot). The distance about 1
m.
The rider has to catch 2 legs, the throw can be accaptable only in this case. (4 points).
3, The third barrier contains more fake calfs, and the riders have to catch the choosed one by head shot. The
distance is 4 m. (4 points)
4, The fourth barrier contains a cactus tree. The excercise is to catch the highest level of the cactus without touch
the columns or other parts of the tree. The distance is 4 m.(4 points)
5, At the fifth barrier the riders have to catch the fake calf by a head shot. The riders have to sit on horseback and
do the throw trough walking A The distance between the calf and the buoys is 3,5 m, to tumble down the buoys
is not permitted. (4 points)
6,The sixth barrier contains 9 buoys, the distance between buoys is 0,6 m. The goal is to catch the buoy at the
midle, without touch other buoys. The distance is 4 m from the red buoy.(4 points
7, The seventh barrier contains a head throw from front, the distance is 4 m from the hip of the calf.(4 points)
8, The eighth barrier contains a hip throw from behind, the distance is 4 m from the hip of the calf. (4 points)
Every successful throw worth 4 points.
Every unsuccessful throw worth 0 point.
The available time is 9 minutes.

